WEBINAR EVENT
WORLD MALARIA DAY 2020
“AVOIDING A MALARIA CRISIS: COLLECTIVE ACTIONS FOR GREATER IMPACT”
#ZEROMALARIASTARTSWITHME

THURSDAY APRIL 23RD 2020, 9:00AM - 10:30 AM GMT

SPEAKERS

Dr Peter OLUMESE, Global Malaria Programme WHO, Switzerland
The malaria situation, current strategies and recommendations on Malaria and Covid-19

Joshua LEVENS, Director Advocacy and Resource Mobilization RBM Partnership to End Malaria, Switzerland
Key advocacy and communications messages for World Malaria Day 2020

Shreehari ACHARYA, Project Manager, Malaria CSO Platform GMS, Thailand
Civil Society Engagement in malaria in South East Asia

Olive MUMBA, Executive Director Communities Rights Gender platform Anglophone Africa, EANNA5O, Tanzania
The Importance of the role of Civil Society in CCMs

Ayo IPINMOYE, National Coordinator Civil Society in Malaria Control (ACOMIN) Nigeria
Community based monitoring programs by Civil Society in NIGERIA

Rosemary MBURU, Executive Director WACI Health & Coordinator GFAN AFRICA, Kenya
The role of CSOs in Domestic funding for health

Olivia NGOU, Global Coordinator CS4ME & Impact Santé Afrique, Cameroon
Key points we must take away and act upon on

EVENT OPEN TO ALL, TAKE PLACE ON ZOOM. LIMITED SPACES.
TO REGISTER CLICK HERE 📲